
EDITORIALS 

This Fall issue marks the first time we have devoted the AI 
Magazine to a single theme. The idea originated a couple of 
years ago, and I’m pleased to see the actual implementation. 
Mark Fox, Special Editor for this issue, is to be congratu- 
lated for a fine job of selecting some of the best authorities in 
the field and working with them to produce an excellent sur- 
vey of the current state of the art in AI for manufacturing. In 
fact, Mark exceeded our expectations and solicited more ar- 
ticles than we could reasonably fit in one issue. The quality 
of all the articles was so high that we didn’t want to exclude 
any of them. Consequently, there will be more articles on AI 
in Manufacturing in future issues, as Mark explains in his 
editorial. 

Due to a variety of circumstances, there was an unusu- 
ally large number of errors in the last issue of the AI Maga- 
zine. We discovered the hard way that trying to produce the 
Summer and Conference issues within about one month of 
each other strained our editorial and production resources 
beyond the elastic limit. The primary victims of these errors 
are the authors, who worked very hard to produce articles of 
which they could be proud. I sincerely apologize to them, 
and to all of you readers as well. We learned our lesson, and, 
with the concurrence of the AAAI Publications Committee, 
have decided to return to our original schedule of four issues 
per year. 

You will notice an errata sheet inserted with this issue. 
Please keep it tucked inside the Conference issue. 

The number of errors in Penny Nii’s second installment 
of her survey of blackboard systems went well beyond what 
can be corrected with a list of errata. Consequently, we are 
reprinting Parts One and Two, hopefully without errors this 
time, and making them available as a package to members. If 
you wish to receive these reprints, free of charge, please 
send a request to the AAAI Office, 445 Burgess Drive, 
Menlo Park, CA 94025. 

Bob Engelmore, Editor-in-Chief 

The application of Artificial Intelligence to manufacturing 
problems has undergone significant growth over the last five 
years. A review of the literature reveals that during the 
197Os, little research was being performed. However, the 
1980s has witnessed the application of AI to all phases of the 
manufacturing product life cycle: 

l Design 
l Planning 
l Training 
l Production 
l Distribution 
l Field Service 
l Reclamation 

Figure 1 summarizes the results of a survey I ran in 1985. It 
depicts the number of AI based systems in the various stages 
of research, development, field service and production use. 
It is my guess that the survey represents about 15% of the 
systems currently under development. The incursion of AI 
into the manufacturing world has reached the point that dis- 
cussions of expert systems in manufacturing circles has be- 
come commonplace, along with CAD, CAM and CIM. 
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Figure 1. AI in Manufacturing and Engineering. 

While it is industry’s concern over their competitiveness in 
world markets that has forced them to investigate AI, AI 
researchers are turning to manufacturing as a source of prob- 
lems for other reasons. One reason is the increased funding 
available from industry and government. A second more im- 
portant reason is that manufacturing is a rich source of prob- 
lems requiring significant advances in AI theory and technol- 
ogy. For example, the complexity of product design and the 
combinatorics of scheduling represent a challenge for AI. 

The next two issues contain a selection of articles which 
demonstrate the application of artificial intelligence across 
the product life cycle. They were selected because of the 
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CHIEF SCIENTIST 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The Lockheed Artificial Intelligence Center, 
l located in Palo Alto, CA, adjacent to Stanford 

University, is expanding into a new facility with 
the latest state-of-the-art Al hardware and soft- 
ware tools. 

This corporate center performs research, 

I 

training and consulting services for Lockheed’s 
Missiles, Space and Electronics Group. In the 
research area, our people are working in eviden- 
tial reasoning, reasoning with uncertainty, real- 
time concurrent expert systems, image and 
signal understanding, and knowledge and 
model-based systems. They’re also applying the 
ART and KEE shells and Lockheed’s LES to 
problems ranging from equipment trouble-shoot- 
ing, computer-aided training, and photo inter- 
pretation to satellite autonomy. 

We’re currently seeking a Chief Scientist with 
extensive experience in Artificial Intelligence. 
This senior-level individual will be responsible 
for the technical integrity of the Center’s entire 
research program and will report directly to the 
Center’s Director. 

The successful candidate will have as a 
minimum the following credentials: 
. Ph.D. in Computer Science or Electrical 

Engineering with an emphasis on Artificial 
Intelligence 

l Five or more years’ experience beyond the 
Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence Research and 
Development 

. Hands-on experience in LISP and other com- 
puter languages 

l Interest in a broad range of application areas 
including, maintenance and diagnostics, data 
exploitation, situation assessment, and satellite 
autonomy 

. Referred publications in significant profes- 
sional journals 
We will provide the successful candidate with 

a generous relocation package. So, if this sounds 
like the unique opportunity you’ve been waiting 
for, send your resume to Professional Staffing, 
Dept. 505FJ22, Lockheed Missiles & Space 
Company, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3504. We are 
an equal opportunity, affirmativeaction employer. 
U.S. citizenship is required. 

=&LocMeed M3sfles & Space Company 
Giving shape fo imagmation 

“realness” of the problem being solved. Many of the artic- 
les describe systems which have been field tested and/or are 
in production use. 

In this issue, there are articles covering facility layout 
(Fisher), job shop scheduling (Smith et al.) process diagno- 
sis (Pan & Tenenbaum), and product diagnosis (Osborne). 
The following issue contains articles on process planning, 
engineering project management, and the order processing 
life cycle. Finally, the following issue will contain a review 
of AI in Manufacturing research. 
Mark Fox, Special Issue Editor 

MOVING 
Address changes should be sent to: Membership, 
American Association for Artificial Intelligence, 445 
Burgess Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025-3496. 
Replacement issues will be sent only upon request for a 
fee of $2.50 (which covers first class postage and 
handling). 

CxPERTm 
“The remedy for all your expert system requirements” 

&PERT integrates the power of Al technology with the 
flexibility of C programming By combining &PERT with 
your C compiler you can create executable expert systems 

l Knowledge bases are translated into C source codeforthe 
IBM PC 

l Knowledge bases can be divided into multiple modules 
and linked with other C modules and libraries 

. Integration of C code into WERTs representation lan- 
guage is permitted 

l Knowledge bases can reside on several hard disks, 
RAM disks or diskettes 

l Features backward chaining, why facility, explanation 
facility, legal values, attribute value pairs, frames, rules, 
default values, and attached procedures 

l Supports logicals, phrases, menus, integers, longs, 
floats, and doubles 

l Easy management of textual data makesCxPERT ideal for 
building intelligent books and manuals 

l Great for expert systems, consultation systems or as 
a supplement to software development 

l Available for $165 00 (Marylandresidentsadd5%Salestax) 

Sofware Plus 
1652 Albarmorle Dr 

Crofton. MD 21114 
(301) 261.0264 

C compiler, DOS 2 0 or greater, 128K required IBM PC is a regrstered trademark of 
IBM Corporation 
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